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Abstract. This research work deals with the geometric modelling of 5-axis machine tool based on a standardised parameterisation of geometric errors with the aim to decrease the volumetric error in the workspace. The
identification of the model’s parameters is based on the development of a new standard thermo-invariant material namely the Multi-Feature Bar. Thanks to its calibration and a European intercomparison, it now provides
a direct metrological traceability to the SI metre for dimensional measurement on machine tool in a hostile
environment. The identification of three intrinsic parameters of this standard, coupled with a measurement
procedure ensures a complete and traceable identification of motion errors of linear axes. An identification
procedure of location and orientation errors of axes is proposed by probing a datum sphere in the workspace
and minimising the time drift of the structural loop and the effects of the previously identified motion errors.
Finally, the developed model partially identified, allows the characterisation of 95% of the measured volumetric
error. Therefore, the mean volumetric error not characterised by the model only amounts to 8 µm.
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1 Introduction
The multifunctional machine tools (MTs) named 5-axis
MT are means of production frequently used in the manufacturing industry. However, in spite of an industrial
need clearly expressed, the product range of available MTs
on the market does not yet have the capability to perform traceable on-line measurement produced geometric
entities. Although measurement is considered to be carried out on MT for the adjustment of production, or for
the control of specifications with requirements compatible with the performance of MT, is not traceable. The
measure obtained by a machine tool is often affected by
the limitations of the integrated geometrical corrections
in the Computer Numerical Control (CNC) and often
obtained in different conditions from real conditions in a
shop floor. Environmental factors, thermal errors, loads,
dynamic errors in MT, countouring errors are parameters
which limit the performance of MTs used as measuring
system. With these parameters, it is currently not possible
to rule on the accuracy and the uncertainty of measurement results. In this general context, the final goal of
this paper aims to control the real geometry of the MT
structure in order to improve, in the short term, the
manufacturing process of workpieces. Finally, the main
objective is to get MT with a level of accuracy lower
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than 10 µm in its workspace. This control of the geometry is based on a modelling and an identification of the
real geometry of the structure in a quasi-static behaviour,
which is similar to the structure behaviour associated with
the measurement operations.

2 Geometric errors
A machine tool is a an assembly of kinematic groups
and measuring systems which are an integral part of the
structural loop. This structural loop is specified in [1] as
the assembly of components that maintains the relative
position between two specified objects. A typical pair of
specified objects can be a cutting tool and a workpiece,
for example.
The geometric errors are specified in [1,2]. They can be
split up into two categories: motion errors of the axis (Eij ,
Fig. 1a 2 ) and the location and orientation errors of the
axis (Ei0j , Fig. 1a 3 ).
5-axis MT counts 30 motion errors (6 errors per axis)
and 19 location and orientation errors of axes (4 per linear axis and 5 per rotary axis). The process introduces
12 geometric errors of assembly di w or t : 6 components of
tool positioning (t) in the spindle and 6 components of
the workpiece positioning (w) on the table of the MT. In
a quasi-static context, the geometrical errors are responsible of the volumetric error VCAXYZ [3,4] defined as
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Fig. 1. Volumetric error VCAXYZ in MT: consequence of the geometric errors Eij and Ei0j . (a) Illustrations of the motion errors
and the location and orientation errors of axis. (b) Volumetric error in the context of manufacturing or measurement on 5-axis MT.

the relative deviation between the tool and the workpiece
expressed in the workspace (Fig. 1b) in more than 70%.

3 Geometric model
In order to identify the geometric errors – the main sources
of the measured volumetric error VCAXYZ between
the effective geometry and the nominal geometry – a
modelling of the biased and nominal behaviour of the
structural loop is proposed. In the case of a quasi-static
and infinitely rigid body behaviour of the structural loop,
this modelling rests on the specified definition of the geometric errors and on homogeneous transformation matrix
formalism. The modelling is then applied to a 5-axis MT
Mikron UCP710 with the [w C’ A’ b X Y Z (C1) t] structural loop, according to [5]. By difference of the TCP
coordinates in the workspace expressed by using both
models (i.e. biased model is the minuend and nominal
model is the subtrahend), it is possible to calculate the
volumetric error VCAXYZ in the workspace according to
the intrinsic geometric parameters of the structure ξ, the
geometric parameters of the tool τ , the geometric parameters relative to the workpiece setting-up ψ, q-vector of the
articular parameters, as well as the E-vector of geometric
errors (Eq. (1)).
VCAXYZ =

−−−−−−−−−−→
Pt nom Pt actual
unom − uactual 6×1
T

= [δx δy δz δi δj δk] = f(ξ, τ , ψ, q, E). (1)
A volumetric error in the workspace from a targeted
nominal position can be deduced from the measurement
of the position in the workspace of material standards
or artefacts. This procedure is classically used on MT [6]
because it is easy to perform and leads to a short acquisition chain limited to the workspace, which minimises
the influence of other sources of errors. Furthermore, the
result of measurement is directly equal to the components
of the volumetric error. Therefore, from an operational
point of view, the result is directly linked to the effect

of geometric errors on the geometry of the produces or
measured workpieces.
However, the measurement is totally disconnected from
articular parameters, which are, like the geometric errors,
inherent to the structural loop. To have an image as faithful as possible of this loop, the strategy is to model the
geometric bias as an articular deviation generated by the
geometric errors. This modelling is based on the fact that
the position of measured point is constantly nominal in
the workspace, in other words, the volumetric error is
equal to zero (for every measured point, VCAXYZ = 0).
Then, the geometrical bias δqmod is defined as the difference between the deviated articular configuration, and the
nominal articular configuration calculated from the model
(Fig. 2). After first order linearisation of the geometric
bias with hypotheses of small displacements (i.e. small
rotations), this difference is written as the product of a
matrix of sensitivity S by the E-vector of errors (Eq. (2)).
The linearisation was validated by the development of
a virtual MT (VMT) designed as a tool to display and
understand the volumetric error effect in the workspace.
As a matter of fact, the effect of linearisation is qualified and quantified by comparison of the volumetric error
calculated from the complete model and the volumetric
error calculated from the linearised model. The values of
E-vector of errors have been chosen with regard to the
geometric errors identification in the scientific literature.
!
!
δXmod
Xbiased − X
δqmod = δYmod = Ybiased − X = S × E, or
δZmod
Zbiased − Z
S = g(ξ, τ , ψ, q = (A, C)).
(2)

4 Design and production of equipment
From the measurement of the geometric bias (Eq. (2)),
it is possible to identify the vector E, and therefore to
reduce the geometric bias and a fortiori the volumetric
error of the structural loop. This measurement is based
on the acquisition of the articular positions of axes for a
point with a long-lasting position in the workspace.
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Fig. 2. Definition of the modelled geometric bias δqmod .

4.1 A novel real time measuring system
of articular parameters
The deviation of articular configuration is directly measured on the linear and angular measuring system during
the trigger of accurate 3D touch probe used as a detector
of zero. The nominal articular configuration is deducted
from the nominal geometric model of the structural loop.
The deviation of articular configuration is obtained by
using the on-board measuring systems in the MT: a touch
probe and the measuring system (rules). Hardware architecture by the physical integration of a high accurate 3D
touch probe (2σ = 0.25 µm at 240 mm/min) within the
MT allows the measurement of points in the workspace.
Following this hardware integration, software is developed
to synchronise in real time (resolution = 10 nm, frequency
of acquisition = 33 kHz) the state of the stylus and the
information from encoders of the linear and angular measuring system. After performing the procedure to acquire
the machine zero point by counting distance-coded reference marks, the objective is to obtain the raw and absolute
articular position from axes without any compensation or
processing performed by the industrial CNC. The architecture of the measuring system is called LURPAlpeur
(Fig. 3). LURPAlpeur is intended as an autonomous measuring system, irrespective of the behaviour of the existing
industrial CNC. After the qualification of this new measuring device, an articular position measurement can be
obtained. The estimated uncertainty of this measurement
due to a delay in synchronism is equal to 0.2 µm at
100 mm/min and the repeatability of measure amounts
to 0.97 µm.
4.2 A novel material standard: the Multi-Feature
Bar (MFB)
For a given position in the workspace, the validation of the
volumetric error condition equal to zero is made possible
by using a material standard connected to the SI metre
definition. According to a review of the existing material
standards used on MT or on CMM and their advantages
and disadvantages, a new material standard was proposed:
the Multi-Feature Bar (MFB). Its physical realisation in
Invar material (ratio α/λ = 7.7 × 10−8 m W−1 ) guarantees a thermo-invariance of its geometry. The MFB is

a succession of elementary patterns including geometrical features such as plans and cylinders (Fig. 4) ensuring
the identification of 3 local intrinsic parameters in the
local frame of the MFB: a linear positioning error ExxMFB
and two straightness errors EyxMFB and EzxMFB , for a
single positioning of the MFB in the workspace of MT
[7]. The[24.6pc] isostatic setting-up by minimising the
deflections of the MFB, as well as the clamping system
provide flexibility to the operator regarding the MFB
positioning in the workspace. The geometry of the MFB
ensures a total and bilateral accessibility of the geometric
features of patterns. Thanks to this advantage, a calibration is performed by a reversal technique on an accurate
CMM connected to the SI metre definition. This method
is carried out to separate the geometric errors from the
CMM and the geometric errors from the MFB with the
aim to delete the residual errors of measurement during the calibration. These residual errors of measurement
are essentially due to the residual geometric errors of the
CMM. Compensation of the geometric errors in the case
of the linear positioning error calibration is carried out,
because the separation of the linear positioning error of
the CMM from those of the MFB is not possible by using
the reversal technique.
In addition, in the context of the European project
IND62: JRP-TIM, an intercomparison was organised to
assure a sufficient level of confidence of the MFB calibration at LNE, and to estimate the reproducibility
of the calibration method. The participation of various
national metrology institute in this European intercomparison demonstrate the efficiency of the MFB, designed
and produced at LNE as well as the control of its calibration by the data processing of measurement results.
At this stage of the study, subject to conservation of a
material standard [8], LNE has a thermo-invariant material standard which provides three intrinsic parameters
contrary to available hole bars on the market. In conclusion, by its metrological concepts, its geometry, and its
calibration, the MFB is now recognised at European level.

5 Identification of model parameters
The direct measurement of the linear and angular measuring system by using the LURPALpeur for points with
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Fig. 3. Experimental device on MT: the LURPAlpeur (a) measuring device. (b) Real time human–computer interface.

Fig. 4. Multi-Feature Bar: 3D CAD model, detail of the pattern and construction of the point of interest Oi .

positions supposed to be invariant in the workspace, gives
access to the measured geometric bias (3).
δqmeas = δqmeas (Ei0j ) +
{z
}
|
effects of the location
and orientation errors

+

effects of the assembly errors
(i.e. workpiece and tool assembly
at the ends of structural loop)

δqmeas (Eij )
|
{z
}
effects of the
motion errors

δqmeas (di w or t )
|
{z
}

(3)

+ δqmeas () .
| {z }
effects of the
random errors

This equation shows the dependence between the effects
of the geometrical errors on the measured geometric bias
δqmeas . For the sake of clarity, the term of interdependence (i.e. interaction between errors) is not mentioned.
However, this dependence was mathematically explained.
To minimise the interdependence between the geometrical errors, the identification procedure is divided into two
main activities:
– the identification of motion errors by 11 measurements for 8 positionings of the MFB in the
workspace (reduced to 5 by using rotary axes)
(Fig. 5a). The identification is detailed in [7], and
identified parameters are presented in Table 1. The
motion errors’ values are identified on each point of

interest Oi (i.e. each 50 mm). The data are interpolated by C2 interpolating cubic spline models,
leading to provide accurate compensation models;
– after motion errors compensation and temporal drift
compensation, the identification of errors of location and orientation of the axis as well as assembly
errors is carried out by a datum sphere probing in
50 different articular configurations distributed in
the workspace (Fig. 5b). The identified parameters
are depicted in Table 1.
The identification process by using datum sphere probing has been previously validated on Virtual MT (VMT).
This VMT is used to control the quality of the identification process. Moreover, the reduction of model to
obtain the minimum number of model parameters to
depict the effects of position and axis orientation errors
is performed by using this VMT. An analysis of the sensitivity of parameters is carried out in order to adjust
the measurement procedure (e.g. number of measured
articular configurations, the position of the datum sphere
on the rotary table). Moreover, the effects of noise and
numerical errors on the identification are calculated. The
quality of identification is evaluated by using the idenb illustrated in Figure 6, as the
tification residue r(E)
difference between the measured geometric bias δqmes
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Fig. 5. Identification of geometric errors in the structural loop of the Mikron UCP710. (a) Identification of motion errors on three
linear axes thanks to the MFB. (b) Identification of location and orientation errors as well as assembly errors thanks to datum
sphere probing.

Table 1. Geometric errors identified on the 5-axis machine-tool.
Axis,
tool, or workpiece

Location and
orientation errors

Zero
position errors

X

-

-

Y

EC0Y

-

Z

EA0Z , EB0Z

-

t

-

-

-

dxt , dyt , dzt

A

EB0A , EC0A

-

-

-

C

EY 0C
EA0C , EB0C

-

-

-

w

-

-

-

dxw , dyw , dzw

and the modelled bias δqmod after first order simplification. It quantifies the part of the measured geometric
bias that is characterised by the first order effects of
b The value of the
the geometric errors identified E.
residue may be due to the linearisation effects of the
first-order model (i.e. limit of the small rotations hypothesis), the dynamic effects of the structural loop, its
thermo-mechanical load and the environmental shop floor
conditions.
Nevertheless, the term δqmeas () which expresses the
effects of the zero mean random error (Eq. (3)) is minimised by repeating the measurements over several days
to qualify the quasi-rigid behaviour [6] of the structural
loop. The repeatability and reproducibility of measurement is characterised by the repetition of measurements
which are necessary for the expression of uncertainty in
measurement. The latter is also developed to quantify the
effect of uncertainty in error identification and therefore
the effect on identified volumetric error by using identified
model. In the long term, this uncertainty of identification
will be the base for the quantification of uncertainty in
in situ or in-process measurement on MT connected with
the SI metre definition.

Motion
errors
EXX , EY X , EZX
EAX , EBX , ECX
EXY , EY Y , EZY
EAY , EBY , ECY
EXZ , EY Z , EZZ
EAZ , EBZ , ECZ

Assembly
errors
-

6 Results and discussion
The motion errors identification procedure requires one
day. On the one hand, the entire automated measurement of the MFB requires 13 min to probe 316 points
for each position of MFB. On the other hand, the identification of location and orientation errors of axes and
assembly errors required 52 min due to the probing of
datum sphere for 50 articular configurations. The identification of location and orientation errors of axes and
assembly errors is repeated 10 times over two days to take
into account the reproducibility of the axes positioning.
The entire measured geometric bias δqmeas is deduced
from the fitted centre of all associated spheres. Variations of components and the norm of the geometric bias
are depicted in Figure 7a. The variations are due to the
position of datum sphere in workspace for each articular
configurations. Indeed, the visible oscillations are due to
the effects of location and orientation errors of rotary axis
(i.e. rotary table). The error bars reflect the dispersion
due to the reproducibility of the measurement procedure.
The mean value of the norm of measured geometric bias is
equal to 118 µm and its maximum value is equal to 191 µm

6
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b
Fig. 6. Residue of identification r(E).

Fig. 7. Impact of the compensation of motion errors effects on δqcomp . (a) Components and norm of δqmeas before motion errors
compensation. (b) Components and norm of δqcomp after motion errors compensation.

on the workspace. After this first identification location
and orientation errors of axes, the modelled geometric bias
induced by motion errors of linear axes (i.e. δqmod (Eij ))
is compensated for the initially measured geometric bias
δqmeas (Eq. (4)). The resulting geometric bias, named
δqcomp is depicted in Figure 7b. The mean normed value
of compensated geometric bias δqcomp without effects of
motion errors of linear axes and temporal drifts is equal
to 145 µm and the maximum value is equal to 228 µm.
δqcomp = δqmeas − δqmeas (Eij ).

(4)

The quality of identification evaluated by using the
b is shown in Figure 8a; the
identification residue r(E)
modelled geometric bias δqmod (Fig. 6) can be used
to characterise 90% of the measurement (δqmeas ). Measurement are also performed with cold MT. It must be
underlined that the MT shall be warmed up, because a
test on cold MT (conditions of use not originally intended
by the MT producer) generates an incorrect identification
since the mean value of the norm of the residue is equal
to 48 µm. In the case of warmed-up structural loop, the

mean value of the norm of the residue is equal to 11.5 µm
(Fig. 8a). This residue correspond with the measured geometric bias by datum sphere probing before compensation
of geometric bias induced by motion errors of linear axes.
The identification residue in Figure 8b is calculated
after compensation of motion errors. Thus, the residue
only corresponds with the effect of location and orientation errors of axes, motion errors of rotary axes, thermal
drifts and other sources of random errors assuming the
formulation in equation (3). It is interesting to note a better characterisation of the geometric bias δqcomp , since
the identification residue decreases between the identification before and after compensation of motion errors
effects. Indeed, a reduction of 3.4 µm on the mean of the
norm of the residue is observed between Figure 8a and b.
The distribution of residue values is centered on 8 µm and
45 configurations with a norm of residue inferior to 11 µm,
whereas previously, the distribution of values was centered
on 11 µm and 45 configurations inferior to 18 µm.
Overall, once the effects of the motion errors are compensated, the identification procedure assures an average
characterisation of the measured geometric bias equal to
94.5%. Moreover, the differences between the components
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b after the identification and before motion errors
Fig. 8. Norm of the residue after identification. (a) Norm of residue kr(E)k
b
compensation. (b) Norm of residue kr(E)k after the identification and after motion errors compensation.

of the measured geometric bias and the components of the
modelled geometric bias do not exceed 3 µm, indicating
a reliable characterisation of this measured bias by the
model.

7 Conclusion
Research work on the modelling and characterisation of
the real geometry of a structural loop is directly related to
the industrial needs to have means of production with very
high volumetric capability in both the productivity and
the quality of the manufactured complex parts which are
controlled by on-line traceable measurement. To achieve
the objective of a volumetric error inferior to 10 µm, this
work is oriented in order to solve the following scientific
issue:
How to model and identify the actual geometry of
a structural loop from measurement procedures easy to
implement in a production flow, while assuring the metrological traceability of the measurement, in order to model
the volumetric error as accurately as possible?

This work, by the developed model, and partially identified (identification of the motion errors of linear axes as
well as location and orientation errors of axes), provide
the characterisation of 95% of the measured geometric
bias. Thus, the mean value of measured geometric bias
not characterised by the identified model is equal to
8.1 µm, while the volumetric performances indicated by
the MT manufacturer upon receipt of the 5-axis MT only
amounted to 50 µm.
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